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Rights of Passage
As public accountability has increased and resources have become scarcer, public
health, like clinical medicine, has been forced to re-examine the benefits and costs
of its activities. Decision and economic analysis are basic tools in carrying out that
mission. These methods have become standard practice in clinical medicine and
health services research. This book , now in its second edition, was written in an
effort to apply and adapt that experience with public health situations.The book
was originally written to introduce Centers for Disease Control and Prevention staff
to the concepts of decision and economic analysis, to provide guidance on
methods to maximize comparability of studios, and to provide access to frequently
used reference information. It has been adapted to meet the needs of scientists
and managers in state and local health departments and managed care
organizations as well as students in schools of public health and clinicians for an
introductory text --a text that shows how these methods can be applied in
population-based practice, to facilitate better comparability of studies, and to
solidify understanding of the scientific basis for use of these tools in decision
making. Decision makers will learn how these studies are conducted so they can
be critical consumers-- understanding the strengths and limitations- and apply
findings to policy and practice.The second edition updates and expands upon the
standard methodology for condcuting prevention effectiveness analyses. Each
chapter has been revised or re-written. The chapters on measuring effectiveness,
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decision analysis, and making information useful for decision makers as well as
several appendices are entirely new.

Moon Alaska
This volume provides a detailed legal analysis of the fourth pillar of the
international maritime regulatory regime, the comprehensive Maritime Labour
Convention, 2006, and its provisions to achieve decent work for seafarers and a
level playing field for shipowners.

U.S. Tax Treaties
The passport is one of the most widespread documents in worldwide use and yet,
paradoxically, it has no basis in law: one state cannot demand another to do
something - give access - simply by issuing a document. Yet, by insisting on the
requirement of holding a passport the state has provided itself with a neat selffinancing, data collection and surveillance system. This well illustrated book tells,
for the first time, the story of the passport, from earliest times to the present day.
only do so with the authority of the king or emperor. The passport's power to
facilitate passage was, then, embodied in it from the beginning. But the passport is
also connected with territorial and population control by the State. Today, the
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machine readable passport enables swift checks against lists of names, enabling
customs control to sift out undesirables, and the question of identity cards (used
throughout continental Europe) is again an issue in British politics. and revealing
the mechanism of the passport system, including the secrets of the machinereadable passport, as well as looking at special diplomatic and royal passports, this
book provides an accessible and engaging history of this most widespread of
documents

Australia and the Commonwealth
The definitive history of the passport and why it became so important for
controlling movement in the modern world.

Language! Live:
When Heinz Lüning posed as a Jewish refugee to spy for Hitler’s Abwehr espionage
agency, he thought he had discovered the perfect solution to his most pressing
problem: how to avoid being drafted into Hitler’s army. Lüning was unsympathetic
to Fascist ideology, but the Nazis’ tight control over exit visas gave him no chance
to escape Germany. He could enter Hitler’s army either as a soldier . . . or a spy. In
1941, he entered the Abwehr academy for spy training and was given the code
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name “Lumann.” Soon after, Lüning began the service in Cuba that led to his
ultimate fate of being the only German spy executed in Latin America during World
War II. Lüning was not the only spy operating in Cuba at the time. Various Allied
spies labored in Havana; the FBI controlled eighteen Special Intelligence Service
operatives, and the British counterintelligence section subchief Graham Greene
supervised Secret Intelligence Service agents; and Ernest Hemingway’s private
agents supplied inflated and inaccurate information about submarines and spies to
the U.S. ambassador, Spruille Braden. Lüning stumbled into this milieu of
heightened suspicion and intrigue. Poorly trained and awkward at his work, he
gathered little information worth reporting, was unable to build a working radio and
improperly mixed the formulas for his secret inks. Lüning eventually was
discovered by British postal censors and unwittingly provided the inspiration for
Graham Greene’s Our Man in Havana. In chronicling Lüning’s unlikely trajectory
from a troubled life in Germany to a Caribbean firing squad, Thomas D. Schoonover
makes brilliant use of untapped documentary sources to reveal the workings of the
famed Abwehr and the technical and social aspects of Lüning’s spycraft. Using
archival sources from three continents, Schoonover offers a narrative rich in
atmospheric details to reveal the political upheavals of the time, not only tracking
Lüning’s activities but also explaining the broader trends in the region and in local
counterespionage. Schoonover argues that ambitious Cuban and U.S. officials
turned Lüning’s capture into a grand victory. For at least five months after Lüning’s
arrest, U.S. and Cuban leaders—J. Edgar Hoover, Fulgencio Batista, Nelson
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Rockefeller, General Manuel Benítez, Ambassador Spruille Braden, and
others—treated Lüning as a dangerous, key figure for a Nazi espionage network in
the Gulf-Caribbean. They reworked his image from low-level bumbler to master
spy, using his capture for their own political gain. In the sixty years since Lüning’s
execution, very little has been written about Nazi espionage in Latin America,
partly due to the reticence of the U.S. government. Revealing these new historical
sources for the first time, Schoonover tells a gripping story of Lüning’s life and
capture, suggesting that Lüning was everyone’s man in Havana but his own.

U.S. Tax Guide for Aliens
Lewis was the primary author in other previous editions.

Hitler's Man in Havana
Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a codification of documents of
general applicability and future effect with ancillaries.

Transportation Code
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The Politics of the Palestinian Authority
This work explores shifting notions of sovereignty, citizenship, and identity, as well
as changing concerns with issues of race, class, gender, and nation. Ranging from
topics such as health, war, and migration, the text sheds light on the role of
borders in the age of globalization.

City of Immortals
For Americans who reside or plan to take up residence abroad, this guide
addresses safety and security matters, and provides reference information on a
host of issues ranging from health and terrorism to other emergencies.

Unfunded Mandates Reform Act
In 2007, following the implementation of new document requirements for travelers
entering the U.S. from within the Western Hemisphere, the Dept. of State (State)
received a record number of passport applications. In June 2009 further document
requirements are scheduled to go into effect and will likely lead to another surge in
passport demand. This report examined: (1) the extent to which State was
prepared for the surge in passport demand and how its readiness affected passport
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operations; (2) State¿s actions to increase passport production capacity in
response to the surge; and (3) State¿s readiness for near-term surges in demand
and its strategy to improve passport operations. Includes recommendations. Charts
and tables.

Civil Practice and Remedies Code
This first-person account of a legendary necropolis will delight Francophiles,
tourists and armchair travelers, while enriching the experience of taphophiles
(cemetery lovers) and aficionados of art and architecture, mystery and romance.
Carolyn Campbell's evocative images are complemented by those of renowned
landscape photographer Joe Cornish. "City of Immortals" celebrates the novelty
and eccentricity of Père-Lachaise Cemetery through the engrossing story of the
history of the site established by Napoleonic decree along with portraits of the last
moments of the cultural icons buried within its walls. In addition to several
"conversations" with some of the high-profile residents, three guided tours are
provided along with an illustrated pull-out map featuring the grave sites of eightyfour architects, artists, writers, musicians, dancers, filmmakers and actors,
including Oscar Wilde, Jim Morrison of the Doors. Frédéric Chopin, Georges Bizet,
Edith Piaf, Maria Callas, Isadora Duncan, Eugène Delacroix, Gertrude Stein,
Amedeo Modigliani, Sarah Bernhardt, Simone Signoret, Colette and Marcel Proust.
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Government Code
Graduate Medical Education Directory
The Passport in America
Stories From My Grandparent
Frommer's EasyGuides contain punchy, concise prose by our expert local
journalists, which gives readers all they need to know to plan the perfect vacation.
This includes reviews for travel venues in all price ranges, as well as information on
culture and history that will enhance any trip.

Code of Federal Regulations
Every Assistance and Protection is the first book presenting an in-depth history of
the Australian passport. In charting the development of the passport from its early
beginnings to its present form, the book traverses changes in government policy
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and social history from the early 19th century to the modern era. It shows how the
Australian passport evolved from a signifier of British nationality into a badge of
membership of one of the most multicultural countries in the world. The book
explores the landmark events in this history:the great 19th century diasporas,
resulting from relaxation of official controls on the movement of people; the early
passport regime regulating the movement of "ticket-of-leave" convicts; the
establishment of the centralised passport system during World War I; the
enactment of the first passport legislation for the Commonwealth, The Passports
Act 1920, and the reaction of some Australians who felt the new law infringed the
liberties of the British subject; changes to the laws in 1938 such that possession of
a passport was no longer mandatory for an Australian to travel, though still a
practical necessity; the use of the government's discretionary power to cancel or
withhold passports to inhibit the movement of individual communists; the
establishment of Australian citizenship in 1948 - the basis for possession of an
Australian passport; the removal of the word "British" from the cover in 1967; the
effects of globalisation and heightened security in the late 20th and early 21st
century. It also touches on the lives of individuals: boxer Les Darcy, journalist
Wilfred Burchett, and General Sir Thomas Blamey, are among the many Australians
featuring in these pages. The book is based on an exhaustive examination of
hitherto unexamined primary sources of many government departments, including
the Departments of External Affairs, the Prime Minister's, the Attorney-General's,
Defence, Home and Territories, Immigration and Foreign Affairs. Sponsored by
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Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

Nomad Capitalist
Cockpit
Share Your Love, Share Your Stories! Your grandchild is the cherished next chapter
of your family's story. Let this guided journal help you share your own chapter of
this story with your grandchild. The prompts will help you use your own words to
tell your life stories from childhood to present day. Share memories of your parents
and your schooldays, the important lessons you learned as a young adult, the
wisdom you've gained from raising a family, and the hopes and dreams you have
for your grandchild. Whether you live around the corner or across the country from
your grandchild, the stories you share in these pages will connect the generations
of your family for years to come.

The Republic of India
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain
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in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

The Invention of the Passport
"The myth of return was sacred to the majority of the Irish who left the 'ould sod' to
work in post-war Britain. Generally, this dream was left unfulfilled, and several
English cities became their permanent homes, leaving them as the largest 'ethnic
minority' in Britain. This book focuses on Irish experiences in the most popular
destination for Irish emigration in the 20th century: London and the southeast of
England during the times of "The Troubles." Over 30 original interviews - with first
generation and second generation emigrants born in the English capital - bring to
life the experiences of Irish Londoners. The book offers an analysis of the underexplored theme of the formation of a coherent ethnic community among the
emigrants, through such organizations as the Catholic Church, the Gaelic Athletic
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Association, and County Associations. With powerful insight into Irish emigrant life
in London, it also analyzes the divisions and differences within the community
along class and gender lines."--Publisher's website.

U.S. Immigration Made Easy
State Department
How to Get a Green Card
The Maritime Labour Convention, 2006
Irish London During the Troubles
Rehearsing the State presents a comprehensive investigation of the institutions,
performances, and actors through which the Tibetan Government-in-Exile is
rehearsing statecraft. McConnell offers new insights into how communities officially
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excluded from formal state politics enact hoped-for futures and seek legitimacy in
the present. Offers timely and original insights into exile Tibetan politics based on
detailed qualitative research in Tibetan communities in India Advances existing
debates in political geography by bringing ideas of stateness and statecraft into
dialogue with geographies of temporality Explores the provisional and pedagogical
dimensions of state practices, adding weight to assertions that states are in a
continual situation of emergence Makes a significant contribution to critical state
theory

The Passport
In today's world of constant identification checks, it's difficult to recall that there
was ever a time when "proof of identity" was not a part of everyday life. And as
anyone knows who has ever lost a passport, or let one expire on the eve of
international travel, the passport has become an indispensable document. But how
and why did this form of identification take on such a crucial role? In the first
history of the passport in the United States, Craig Robertson offers an illuminating
account of how this document, above all others, came to be considered a reliable
answer to the question: who are you? Historically, the passport originated as an
official letter of introduction addressed to foreign governments on behalf of
American travelers, but as Robertson shows, it became entangled in contemporary
negotiations over citizenship and other forms of identity documentation. Prior to
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World War I, passports were not required to cross American borders, and while
some people struggled to understand how a passport could accurately identify a
person, others took advantage of this new document to advance claims for
citizenship. From the strategic use of passport applications by freed slaves and a
campaign to allow married women to get passports in their maiden names, to the
"passport nuisance" of the 1920s and the contested addition of photographs and
other identification technologies on the passport, Robertson sheds new light on
issues of individual and national identity in modern U.S. history. In this age of
heightened security, especially at international borders, Robertson's The Passport
in America provides anyone interested in questions of identification and
surveillance with a richly detailed, and often surprising, history of this uniquely
important document.

Designed by Apple in California
This book is the first comprehensive examination of the citizenship regimes of the
new states that emerged out of the break up of Yugoslavia. It covers both the
states that emerged out of the initial disintegration across 1991 and 1992
(Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and
Macedonia), as well as those that have been formed recently through subsequent
partitions (Serbia, Montenegro and Kosovo). While citizenship has often been used
as a tool of ethnic engineering to reinforce the position of the titular majority in
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many states, in other cases citizenship laws and practices have been liberalised as
part of a wider political settlement intended to include minority communities more
effectively in the political process. Meanwhile, frequent (re)definitions of these
increasingly overlapping regimes still provoke conflicts among post-Yugoslav
states. This volume shows how important it is for the field of citizenship studies to
take into account the main changes in and varieties of citizenship regimes in the
post-Yugoslav states, as a particular case of new state citizenship. At the same
time, it seeks to show scholars of (post) Yugoslavia and the wider Balkans that the
Yugoslav crisis, disintegration and wars as well as the current functioning of the
new and old Balkan states, together with the process of their integration into the
EU, cannot be fully understood without a deeper understanding of their citizenship
regimes. This book was originally published as a special issue of Citizenship
Studies.

Rehearsing the State
The new edition of the Green Book now blends the best information from the
Graduate Medical Education Directory AND GMED Companion: An Insider's Guide to
Selecting a Residency Program. This new format gives medical students all of the
necessary tools and insight to help them to make one of the most important
professional decisions of their careers. By combining the texts of both of these
great resources, readers have at their fingertips all of the residency program
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information, plus residency application and career planning resources. The
updated and expanded information of the 2006 - 2007 edition include: The official
listings for residency programs at more than 1,700 GME teaching institutions
Comprehensive GME program listings, including program director, address, phone,
fax, and e-mail address Lists certification requirements for 24 medical specialty
boards and teaching institutions that sponsor GME programs Contains 6,500
revisions, 100 new programs, as well as updated certification requirements and
teaching institutions' listings Information on fellowship/subspecialty programs,
Canadian programs, national medical societies and medical licensure information
This resource is a must to help guide your residency program selection process.

Americans Living Abroad
The Long Partition and the Making of Modern South Asia
The Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 (UMRA) culminated years of effort by
state and local government officials and business interests to control, if not
eliminate, the imposition of unfunded intergovernmental and private-sector federal
mandates. Advocates argued the statute was needed to forestall federal legislation
and regulations that imposed obligations on state and local governments or
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businesses that resulted in higher costs and inefficiencies. Opponents argued that
federal mandates may be necessary to achieve national objectives in areas where
voluntary action by state and local governments and business failed to achieve
desired results. UMRA provides a framework for the Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) to estimate the direct costs of mandates in legislative proposals to state and
local governments and to the private sector, and for issuing agencies to estimate
the direct costs of mandates in proposed regulations to regulated entities. Aside
from these informational requirements, UMRA controls the imposition of mandates
only through a procedural mechanism allowing Congress to decline to consider
unfunded intergovernmental mandates in proposed legislation if they are
estimated to cost more than specified threshold amounts. UMRA applies to any
provision in legislation, statute, or regulation that would impose an enforceable
duty upon state and local governments or the private sector. It does not apply to
conditions of federal assistance; duties stemming from participation in voluntary
federal programs; rules issued by independent regulatory agencies; rules issued
without a general notice of proposed rulemaking; and rules and legislative
provisions that cover individual constitutional rights, discrimination, emergency
assistance, grant accounting and auditing procedures, national security, treaty
obligations, and certain elements of Social Security. State and local government
officials argue that UMRA's coverage should be broadened, with special
consideration given to including conditions of federal financial assistance. During
the 114th Congress, H.R. 50, the Unfunded Mandates Information and
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Transparency Act of 2015, which was passed by the House on February 4, 2015,
and its companion bill in the Senate, S. 189, would have broadened UMRA's
coverage to include both direct and indirect costs, such as foregone profits and
costs passed onto consumers, and, when requested by the chair or ranking
Member of a committee, the prospective costs of legislation that would change
conditions of federal financial assistance. The bills also would have made privatesector mandates subject to a substantive point of order and removed UMRA's
exemption for rules issued by most independent agencies. H.R. 50 has been
reintroduced in the 115th Congress as the Unfunded Mandates Information and
Transparency Act of 2017. This report examines debates over what constitutes an
unfunded federal mandate and UMRA's implementation. It focuses on UMRA's
requirement that CBO issue written cost estimate statements for federal mandates
in legislation, its procedures for raising points of order in the House and Senate
concerning unfunded federal mandates in legislation, and its requirement that
federal agencies prepare written cost estimate statements for federal mandates in
rules. It also assesses UMRA's impact on federal mandates and arguments
concerning UMRA's future, focusing on UMRA's definitions, exclusions, and
exceptions that currently exempt many federal actions with potentially significant
financial impacts on nonfederal entities. An examination of the rise of unfunded
federal mandates as a national issue and a summary of UMRA's legislative history
are provided in Appendix A. Citations to UMRA points of order raised in the House
and Senate are provided in Appendix B.
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Country Reports on Human Rights Practices
Asian history.

State Department: Transparent Cost Estimates Needed to
Support Passport Execution Fee Decision
Moon Travel Guides: Make Your Escape! Remote, wild, and all-around otherworldly,
Alaska promises unforgettable adventure. Discover the heart of "The Last Frontier"
with Moon Alaska. What you'll find in Moon Alaska: Strategic itineraries for every
budget and timeline, whether you have a week to hit the top sights or a month to
explore the whole state Full-color photos and detailed maps throughout, plus a fullcolor foldout map Curated advice for outdoor adventurers, history buffs, culture
mavens, road-trippers, wildlife enthusiasts, and more Must-see attractions and offbeat ideas for making the most of your trip: Embark on a guided active glacier
hike, explore ice caves, or take an intrepid "flightseeing" tour to secluded glacier
landings in Denali National Park. Experience the thrill of spotting wild bears,
moose, or even walrus, or catch a glimpse of sea otters and humpback whales on a
boat tour of the spectacular Kenai Fjords. Hike through lush wilderness or along
pristine beaches, kayak on tranquil sounds or secluded lakes, or camp under the
crystal-clear stars. Learn about Alaska's native cultures and quirky small towns,
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savor a freshly-caught seafood dinner, and discover the best spots to witness the
enchanting northern lights Honest advice from Anchorage local and outdoor
aficionado Lisa Maloney on when to go, what to pack, and where to stay, from
campsites and hostels to B&Bs and resort fishing lodges How to get there and get
around by plane, train, ferry, cruise ship, or guided tour Recommendations for
families, LGBTQ+ travelers, seniors, international visitors, and travelers with
disabilities Thorough background on the culture, weather, wildlife, local laws,
history, and health and safety With Moon Alaska's local insight, myriad activities,
and expert advice, you can plan your trip your way. Full list of coverage: Juneau
and Southeast Alaska, Anchorage and Southcentral Alaska, Denali, Fairbanks, and
the Interior, Kodiak and Southwest Alaska, the Arctic Can't get enough of Alaska?
Try Moon Anchorage, Denali & the Kenai Peninsula. Headed to Canada? Try Moon
Vancouver & Canadian Rockies Road Trip or Moon Banff National Park.

Frommer's Easyguide to London 2020
Every Assistance & Protection
This book explores the development of the Palestinian Liberation Organization
(PLO) from a liberation movement to a national authority, the Palestinian National
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Authority (PNA). Based on intensive fieldwork in the West Bank, Gaza and Cairo,
Nigel Parsons analyzes Palestinian internal politics and their institutional-building
by looking at the development of the PLO. Drawing on interviews with leading
figures in the PLO and the Palestinian Authority, delegates to the negotiations with
Israel, and the Palestinian political opposition, it is a timely account of the
Israel/Palestine conflict from a Palestinian political perspective.

The United States Passport
From the acclaimed author of Being There and The Painted Bird, this “dazzling
succession of . . . erotic episodes . . . brilliantly def[ies] the limitations of its form”
(The New York Times Book Review). An agent known only as Tarden is a former
operative of the mysterious security agency “the Service.” He has erased himself
from all dossiers and transcripts. Now a fugitive, he moves across the landscape
free of identity, in search of adventure and intrigue. But Tarden is a man of many
disguises, and he is alternately avenger and savior, judge and trickster, as he
enters the lives of others, forcing them into the arena of his judgement. In Cockpit,
Kosinski is at his most startling and powerful, stripping away pretension and
illusions of security to reveal the source of real strength within. “Jerzy Kosińki’s
work glistens with social observation and psychological apprehension. Not since
Conrad has an Eastern European found so profound a voice in the English
language.” —Time “A vicious peepshow-parable about a world we reluctantly
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recognize now and then.” —Kirkus Reviews

Exporting a Vehicle
Indian ACT
The world has changed forever. Governments have expanded their reach over their
citizens' lives, Power is being consolidated by an elite few, and The world economy
has become more volatile and unpredictable. Meanwhile, the internet, a globalizing
world economy, and the emergence of the developing world present opportunities
to anyone willing to make simple changes to their life. Geography is no longer a
limitation for those willing to follow Andrew Henderson's 'Five Magic Words' and
"Go where you're treated best." As the world's most sought-after expert on
offshore tax planning, second passports, and global citizenship - cited by the BBC,
Bloomberg, Elite Daily and more - Andrew has condensed his last ten years of
investigative world travel into an unprecedented book to help entrepreneurs and
investors keep more of their own money, live where they want, become citizens of
the world, and improve their lives and the planet. Direct. Honest. Experienced.
Unapologetic. Practical. Transparent. Even funny. The Nomad Capitalist will show
you how to take his "E-K-G" formula to: ENHANCE your personal lifestyle, KEEP
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more of your money, and GROW your money by living, investing, banking, and
doing business overseas. From foreign companies to offshore accounts and from
overseas investments to dual citizenship, you'll find everything you need to know
to begin a life of international proportions, storing gold in super-secret vaults,
finding love in exotic locations, and improving everything from your health to your
tax bill by simply "going where you're treated best." It is no longer enough to be a
digital nomad. Those who want complete freedom from the world's broken systems
must become Nomad Capitalists, learning to navigate the world system to reclaim
their freedom and rediscover the possibilities of capitalism's greatest promises.
Get the book to see how.

Prevention Effectiveness
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